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Introduction: Chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) and magnetization transfer (MT) contrast have enjoyed wide popularity 
recently in MRI applications. It is often difficult to separate genuine CEST signatures from MT effects, which are asymmetric with 
respect to the water resonance. We recently developed a method that utilizes simultaneous two-frequency rf irradiation [1], which can 
make MT effects independent of irradiation frequencies over a wide range, and thus can suppress MT asymmetry. Based on the results 
from the simulations as well as experiments, we propose a new strategy to isolate CEST contrast from MT asymmetry contrast by using 
the two-frequency rf irradiation technique. 
Method: (theory) A two-pool model for MT is established by using Provotorov’s thermodynamic theory. The kinetic equations for MT 
are given by:dPI/dt = - WI PI - WI’ PI - (PI-PI,0)/T1,I +kSI PS-kIS PI, dPS/dt = - WS [PS – (∆/ωloc) Pd] - WS’ [PS – (∆’/ωloc) Pd] - (PS-PS,0)/T1,S - 
kSI PS + kIS PI, dPd/dt = - WS (∆/ωloc) [PS – (∆/ωloc) Pd] - WS’ (∆’/ωloc) [PS – (∆’/ωloc) Pd] - Pd/T1,d, where I, S, and d indicate proton spins in 
water, spins in an MT pool, and dipolar reservoir; P, T1, and k indicate the polarization of spin/dipolar order, spin-lattice relaxation time, 
and exchange rate; ∆ and ∆’ are the offset frequencies, and ωloc is the dipolar line width; W = πω1

2g(∆) with ω1 the amplitude rf 
irradiation and g(∆) the line shape function. By setting Pd = 0, the above equations can be used to describe CEST phenomena. 
(simulation) The kinetic equations given above were numerically solved 
with assuming the Lorentzian line shape for spin I, and the Lorentzian 
(CEST case) or Gaussian (MT case) line shapes for spin S. 
T1,I=T2,I=T1,S=1 s, and the concentration of spin I and S are 0.99 and 0.01, 
respectively. T2,S = 1 s for the CEST case, and ωloc= 2π× 1 kHz for the 
MT case. The chemical shift of spin S relative to spin I is 1500 Hz, and 
the exchange rates are (kSI,kIS) = (99 s-1, 1 s-1) and (0.99 s-1,0.01 s-1) for 
the CEST and MT cases, respectively. The rf amplitude γB1/2π for 
individual frequency components is 100 Hz, and the distance between 
two frequency components in two-frequency rf irradiation is 5 kHz. 
(experiment) The conventional Z spectra were obtained from chondroitin 
sulfate (CS) solution, gelatin, and cartilage tissue. Two-frequency rf 
irradiation was implemented by cosine pulses with different modulation 
frequencies (1 to 6 kHz). After applying the cosine pulses to 
the thermal equilibrium state, the z magnetization was 
measured by a reading pulse and then plotted against the 
center frequency of the cosine pulses. 
Results and Discussion: (simulation) Fig. 1 shows the 
asymmetry curves after (a) single- and (b) two-frequency rf 
irradiation, obtained from the numerically calculated Z spectra 
for CEST and MT cases. As seen in Fig. 1(b), the MT 
asymmetry is removed where the CEST asymmetry is 
duplicated into the negative side. 
(experiment) Fig. 2 shows the MT asymmetry curves obtained 
from the Z spectra measured by single- and two-frequency rf 
irradiation. CS solution is a pure CEST case and shows the 
duplication of the CEST asymmetry by two-frequency rf 
irradiation (Fig. 2(a)). Gelatin and cartilage tissue is mixed 
CEST and MT cases, and the results showed that only the 
CEST asymmetry was duplicated and that the MT asymmetry 
was removed where both two frequencies touched the spectrum of the protons causing the MT asymmetry (Fig. 2(b) and (c)). 
(Two-Frequency CEST) CEST effects can be isolated by combining two two-frequency rf irradiations: CESTtwo-freq = Mz,sat (∆, ∆’) – 
Mz,sat (-∆, -∆’), where ∆ is the offset frequency of the CEST agent from the water resonance and ∆’ should be chosen such that both 
frequencies simultaneously touch the spectrum of the protons contributing to the MT effects. The symmetrical configuration may 
automatically compensate the direct saturation of water protons. 
Conclusion: A two-pool model for MT and CEST has been established based on Provotorov's theory of saturation, and the effects of 
two-frequency rf irradiation on MT and CEST were investigated numerically and experimentally. Based on this distinction between MT 
and CEST effects under two-frequency rf irradiation, we propose a novel two-frequency CEST scheme, which can isolate CEST effects 
from the MT effects and will be useful to quantify CEST contrast. 
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Fig. 1 MT asymmetry curves from (a) single- and (b) two-
frequency rf irradiation. The MT asymmetry curves in (b) 
are plotted against the center frequency of two-frequency 
rf irradiation.  

Fig. 2 MT asymmetry curves 
from (a) CS solution, (b) gelatin, 
and (c) cartilage tissue. The 
black lines are from single-
frequency rf irradiation and 
others from two-frequency rf 
irradiation. 
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